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DOCTRINE OF WISDOM 
 

A. Wisdom is knowing and doing the will of God. 

Failure to understand this doctrine means never entering the superabundance of 

happiness:  
Psalm 100:1  Shout the shout of great happiness 
to the Lord, all the land [ client nation ]. 

v. 2  Serve the Lord with a superabundance of 
happiness; come into His presence with singing. 

v. 3  Know that the Lord He is God; it is He who 
delivered us [ Jesus Christ controls history ], and not 
we ourselves; we are His people and the sheep of His 
pasture [ the sophisticated spiritual life ]. 

v. 4  Enter into His gates [ of the church ] with 
thanksgiving and into His courts with praise. Give 
thanks to Him, salute His person. 

v. 5  For the Lord is absolute good; His unfailing 
love is everlasting and His faithfulness to all 
generations. 

We serve the Lord with a superabundance of happiness from wisdom 

circulating in our stream of consciousness. 

The antithesis to this wisdom is arrogance. 

All wisdom is the fulfillment of serving the Lord with a superabundance of 

happiness. 

This superabundance of happiness has to be tested in two ways: 

1. When we advance to spiritual maturity and have fantastic 

blessings, and then think that we have earned or deserved them 

we ignore the grace of God. 

2. We are tested as a client nation to God through historical 

disaster and dying. 

3.  This superabundance of happiness is not dependent upon the 

things of this life, but is a far greater happiness. 
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4. It increases in deliverance from historical disaster, in dying, in 

interim body, and in resurrection. 

5.  What is it that causes a nation to fail, starting with believers and 

spreading to everyone until the nation fails? Arrogance! 

6.  It is impossible for the believer with his sin nature to execute 

God’s plan for his life apart from the use of the recovery 

procedure of rebound. 

7.  God has provided through His grace policy the means of 

executing His plan in the Church Age. 

8.  Therefore, anything that contradicts the unique spiritual life 

cannot exist in God’s plan. Anything that contradicts the unique 

spiritual life hinders the believer from using the grace of God to 

glorify God through the execution of His plan. 

9. Wisdom is defined as knowledge of what is true or right 

combined with good judgment. The good judgment is the 

mentorship of God the Holy Spirit (John 14:26). 

10. Wisdom is used in the Scripture for the fulfillment of the 

unique spiritual life of all human history, and this fulfillment 

occurs in the Church Age in which the unique spiritual life: (1) 

Facilitated doctrine circulating in the stream of consciousness, 

(2) the ten problem solving devices deployed on the FLOT line 

of the soul, and (3) the simultaneous, double-columned advance 

to the high ground of glorifying God to the maximum. 

B.  Good judgment is related to the believer’s scale of values, in which Bible 

doctrine is circulated in the seven compartments of the stream of 

consciousness.  

D.  Under the mentorship of God the Holy Spirit, Bible doctrine has number 

one priority in the life of the Church Age believer as a member of the royal 

family of God. 

E.  The foundation for wisdom is God the Holy Spirit. 
John 14:26  “But Our mentor, the Holy Spirit, whom 

the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all things, 

and cause you to remember all that I have said to you.” 

F.  Wisdom is the sum total of the teaching of Bible doctrine under the 

mentorship of God the Holy Spirit and the positive response to that doctrine, 

resulting in perception, metabolization, application of Bible doctrine. 

G.  Wisdom understands both the will and the plan of God for your life. 
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1.   You have to know both. You have to know what the will of 

God is and what the overall plan of God is. The two go 

together. 

2.   Wisdom begins when you understand that God has a plan for 

your life and begin to see it from the Scripture, and then to 

understand the spiritual life and use it. From this comes 

wisdom. 

H. Satanic Attacks Destroy Wisdom. 

1.   Because of the importance of wisdom in the soul of the believer 

as a result of the advance of the spiritual life, wisdom is under a 

major attack on the part of Satan and explains many historical 

events. 

2.   Satan attacks the ultimate in the spiritual life—the seventh 

compartment in the stream of consciousness, the wisdom 

department. 

3.  The attack on wisdom is threefold. 

a.  The attack on the seven compartments of the stream of 

consciousness. Satan must destroy the whole system of 

thinking of the spiritual life in the seven compartments of 

the stream of consciousness. Rejection of Bible doctrine 

destroys the frame of reference, memory center, 

vocabulary storage, categorical storage, conscience, 

momentum department, and finally the wisdom 

compartment. 

b.    

  

  

 

 

 

  

The attack on the problem-solving devices. If we get into 
a certain category of sins, it wipes out the problem 

solving  in our soul. When we do not rebound and 

recover the filling of the Spirit, this is a major attack on 

wisdom in the soul.

We are grieving and quenching the Holy Spirit and have 
no faith-rest drill, grace orientation, doctrinal orientation, 
personal sense of destiny, personal love for God, 
impersonal love for mankind, sharing the happiness of 
God, or occupation with Christ. 

c.  The attack on the four functions of the unique spiritual 

life: 
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(1)  The attack on the momentum of epígnōsis doctrine. 

(2)  The attack on the motivation of reciprocal love for God. 

(3)  The attack on the protection of grace. 

(4)  The attack on the power of the filling of the Holy Spirit. 

   
 

  
 

 
 

Summary: Rejection of doctrine means no epígnōsis
doctrine, which means no momentum from doctrine. 
Rejection of doctrine means no reciprocal love for God, 
therefore, no motivation from reciprocity. Rejection of 
doctrine means rejection of the concept of grace protection
of the spiritual life. Rejection of doctrine means rejection 
of the power of the filling of the Holy Spirit. 

4.  The attack on wisdom results in the malfunction of: 

a.  The seven compartments of our stream of consciousness. 

b.  The ten problem solving devices on the FLOT line of the 

soul. 

c.  

   

 

 

The four functions of the advance of the unique spiritual 
life: (1) At salvation the imputation of 39 irrevocable 
absolutes, (2) the filling of the Holy Spirit, (3) an interim

body at physical death, and (4) the resurrection body at 
the Rapture of the Church. 

5.  The proper function of these categories of wisdom results in: 

a.  A personal sense of destiny. There is no wisdom without 

a personal sense of destiny. 

b.  Occupation with Christ. 

c.  Sharing the happiness of God. 

d.  Glorification of God to the maximum. 

6.  The victory of wisdom is: 

a.  The stream of consciousness. 

b.  The problem-solving devices. 

c.  The advance to the high ground of spiritual maturity. 

7.   It has been Satan’s objective to attack the unique spiritual life 

and destroy wisdom in the stream of conscious and the 

problem-solving devices, those things which lead to the 

advance to the high ground of spiritual maturity. 
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8.   Many of the events in history are designed to fulfill Satan’s 

objective. Once wisdom is gone from the soul, we have no 

protection against the satanic attacks. When too many believers 

have lost their wisdom, we are destroyed as a client nation and 

as a people. 

9.   Arrogance has a series of sins to which we are vulnerable, is a 

major contradiction to God’s protocol plan, and is the primary 

reason for the believer to execute the spiritual life. 

10.  Arrogance is the basic mental attitude of sin. 

a.  Arrogance is the father of evil and the sins we commit 

are the children of evil. 

b.  The documentation of the satanic attack on wisdom 

through arrogance includes: 

Proverbs 11:2  When arrogance comes, then comes 
dishonor.” 

  Proverbs 13:10 Through arrogance comes strife, but wisdom 

is with those who receive instruction. 

Proverbs 16:18 Arrogance precedes destruction, and 
before a fall there is a lifestyle of arrogance.” 

Proverbs 23:29 A person’s arrogance will bring him 
low, but a lifestyle of humility will attain honor.” 

Romans 12:3 For I say through the grace which 
has been given to me to everyone who is among you, 
stop thinking of self in terms of arrogance beyond what 
you ought to think, but think in terms of sanity for the 
purpose of being rational without illusion as God has 
assigned to each one of us a standard of thinking from 
doctrine.” 

James 3:14  But if you have bitter envy [ zÁloj 

(zḗlos) ] and selfish pursuit of one’s personal self-
interests in your kardía’s stream of consciousness, do 
not arrogantly boast and lie against the truth. 

v. 15  This category of wisdom is not that which 
finds its origin in heaven, but is common to cosmos 
diabolicus, human viewpoint, human good, and evil, and 
doctrines of demons. 

v. 15  For where envy and scheming and intrigue 
exists, in that place there is instability and opposition to 
established authority and every evil deed or action. 




